CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This chapter explains about the background of the study, previous of the study, research focus, problem of the study, objective of the study, theoretical framework, significance of the study, operational definition, and frame of discussion.

A. Background of the Study

Slang is confidential informal English spoken which created and used by a particular community. Yule described, Slang or ‘colloquial speech’ are words or phrases that are used instead of more everyday terms among younger speakers and other groups with special interests. Slang mostly used by younger speakers, although there are older speakers used it for their communication. Younger speakers give effect toward the forming of slang.\(^1\) They create new word in their communication, so only can be understood by their community, so many younger is interested in using slang as their conversation.

Slang includes the variation of language that has some special treatment. It is unique, the form of slang can be word that is different from the ordinary word. It can be humorous, the user of slang can make speech more casual and playful, and it may not always be suitable for polite company. And it can be interesting, it makes the user of slang do not feel bored using slang language for

---
daily life because it is fun and can be the characteristic of a particular group or community.

Slang is informal English spoken that is used in the informal situation and place. It can be in the store, mall, café, school, home, and so on. It is bore when speech to other by common language or formal language whereas speak to friend or family, so slang language is one of way for communication. It can make the situation comfortable and friendlier with each other.

Slang is important for communication in daily life. Nowadays, slang cannot be separated from language because it is part of people communication. Most of people use it for talking to another people. Although formal language also used by them but they are more regular used slang in daily life.

Based on the statement above, slang is one of the most important that having a great influence on the development of language including for student or college student. In the modern era many people go faster to respond new trend language that appears in their environment. Its most enjoy conveying desire by using new language that is slang.

By using slang, people can be flexible to be adapted with society. For instance American slang, it is more by people when they speak English. Especially for students who learn about English or one who get in touch with English. They can learn American slang from movie.

Movie is audio-visual tool created by people whose purpose is to give information or entertainment people. Many people like to watch movie because it can entertainment them, so movie can easily influence people. It is easier for
people to copy the culture or language from the movie that they like for instant, American movie. By watching American movie that especially more focus on gangster, mafia, or teenager, people can learn culture and slang that is used by American people, because this movie provides slang.

Based on the statement above, the research is finding slang in the movie. This study analyzes movie entitle *Fast and furious 7* movie based on the reasons of the kinds of slang term used in the movie and the meaning of slang term used in the movie.

*Fast and furious 7* (often called *Furious 7*) is an American action movie that is released 15th April 2015. This movie is the seventh series of fast and Furious. This movie is directed by James Wan and written by Chris Morgan. The movie stars are Vin diesel, Paul Walker, Dwayne Johnson, Michelle Rodriguez, tyrese Gibson, Chris “Ludacris” Bridges, Jordana Brewster, Kurt Russell and Jason Stratham.

This study was chosen *Fast and furious 7* for researching because of some reasons. Financially, the movie is the highest-grossing movie in the *Fast and furious 7* franchise and the highest-grossing Universal Pictures movie. It means that this movie is interest for watching. This movie used many slang term in the dialogue. It this movie describe about a group of young people that like to rice car or racing car. So, slang term used in the dialogue of this movie.

Based on the explanation above, the title of this thesis is *AN ANALYSIS OF SLANG TERM USED IN “Fast and furious 7” MOVIE.*
B. Problems of the Study

The research problems are:

1. What are the kinds of slang found in the movie?
2. What are the meanings of slang found in the movie?

C. Objectives of the study

Base on the research problem, the objectives of the study are to describe:

1. The kinds of slang found in the movie.
2. The meanings of slang found in the movie.

D. Significance of the study

There are two significances of the study, theoretically and practically. Theoretically, this analysis is to enrich the reader knowledge about slang, especially the reader can understand the meaning of slang because it can improve the new vocabulary, and to help the next researcher who analyze about slang. Practically, this research is expected to give information to the student, especially the students who learn about English that they can not only learn English by reading book, but they can also learn English by the other fun way and improve their English knowledge by watching Movie. By using movie they can enrich their vocabulary and improve their listening, writing, and speaking skill.

E. Scope and Limitation of the study

This study focused on the slang which are in the form of slang word and phrase because the slang term mostly in the form of both word and phrase. This study only investigated kinds of slang found in "Fast and Furious 7" movie, and
the meanings found in “Fast and Furious 7” movie. An analysis conducted towards the dialogues of the movie.

F. Operational Definition

1. Slang is informal language used in the informal place such as in the market, school, mall, etc. Use of these words and phrases is typically associated with the subversion of a standard variety (such as Standard English) and is likely to be interpreted by listeners as implying particular attitudes on the part of the speaker.

2. Movie, is one of human culture product; it is the result of the human creation of art, and also the audio-visual mass communication media that could show pictures, motions, and sounds, then technically movie is the motion picture recorded in particular medium (celluloid ban, video band, etc.) as the invention of technology. In this study, the writer researches the analysis of slang that are taken from the movie entitled Fast and Furious 7.

3. Fast and furious 7 is an American action movie that is released 15th April 2015. This movie is the seventh series of Fast and furious 7 franchise. This movie is directed by James Wan and written by Chris Morgan. The movie stars are Vin diesel, Paul Walker, Dwayne Johnson, Michelle Rodriguez, tyrese Gibson, Chris “ Ludacris” Bridges, Jordana Brewster, Kurt Russell and Jason Stratham.
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G. Frame of Discussion

The frame of discussion from this research will give a clear guidance for the reader about the contain of this research, so this study organized the frame of discussion as follows:

Chapter I is introduction. In this chapter mentions about background of the study, research of the study, objective of the study, significance of the study, operational definition, scope and limitation of the study, operational definition, and frame of discussion.

Chapter II is review of related literature, it consists of previous study, language variety, slang, history of slang, kind of slang, the characteristic of slang, sociolinguistic, movie, *Fast and furious 7* and frame of thinking.

Chapter III is research method. In this chapter mentions about research type, research design, the role of the researcher in the study, research site, source of data, data collection procedure, data analysis and the last is method for verification of the research finding.

Chapter IV is research findings and discussion. In this chapter mentions about research findings and discussion.

Chapter V is conclusion and suggestion. This chapter mentions about conclusion and suggestion.